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Mathematics. - "Tlze const1'uctive determination of the veloeities 

of a spacial system". By Prof. J. OARDINAAL. 

(Communicated in the Meeting of April 23, 1909). 

1. In Vol. LVI page 315, 1908 of the Zeitschrifr fur Mathematik 
und Physik Prof. K. TH. V AHLEN inserted an artiele on the graphic 
composition of forces in space, where he intl'oduces the observation, 
that where snch forces must be composed, we have so far occupied 
ourselves with genera) geometrrc considerations and have _set aside 
the possibility of executing them. He points to the fact, that it is 
important to place oneself on the standpoint of descriptive geometry 
and to arrange the operation in such a way that the constructIon 
has to be made in two perpendicular planes of projection. At the 
same time he develops a method for forces in space and gives an 
example of it. The same observation can be made for an other part 
of mechanics, namely, for the tlteory of motion. In th is paper we 
shall treat of the constrnctive solution of a problem out of the theory 
of motion in space. 

2. It is known that the motion of an invariable spacial system 
is determined as soon as we know that five points of the system 
must move over live indicated surfaces. '.rhe normals of the surfaces 
in these points are five director lines of a focal system, whose 
principal axis is at the same time the axis of the motion. If moreover 
we know the length of the velocity of one of these points, then the 
veloeities of all the others are known in length and direction. It 
requires a great llllmber of lines to execute this construction ; we 
shall therefore somewhat simplify the form of the problem and give 
to it the following wording: 

Given are three fixed points A, B, C of a spacial system; .A 
moves along the right line a, B along the line b; C must remain 
on a definite plane. Of point A is still given the velocity AAv in a 
definite position. Assuming this position we wish to construct: 

a. The axis of the mo,'ement. 

b. The velocities of the points Band C. 

3. Passing on to the execution (Fig. 1) we assume the plane in which 
C moves to be the hOl'izontal plane of projection ; we then bring 
through a the plane normal to the prereding one and we choose 
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this as vertical plane of projection ; the position b has now been 
indicated by two arbitrary projections. Through A we hring the 
plane NI 1.. a, through B the plane N 2 1.. b; the line of intersection 
(N IN 2) is conjugate to AB. Let us construct the transversalof (N1Nz) 

and AB normal to t11e horizontal plane anel let us bring the plane EI 
through e ~lnd that transversaI. The line of intersectJon Y of the 
plane EI with the plane Ez, maele parallel to AB anel (lVIN z) runs 
parallel to the pl'incipal axis of the foeal system, at the same .time 
axis of the motion. 

4. We shall deduce out of Y the real position of the principal 
axis anel to that end we choose :fig. 2 1

), upon which .6ABCtogether 
with the 1ine of intersection have been transfel'recl. We put a plane 
:N 1j.l Y alld we project on it the points .A, B, C with tlle eliredions 
of velocity a anel b of A anel B. In the :figure these are represented 
revolved into the vertical plaIle by All, Bil, ell ; ((,11, bn• Let us erect 
out of All, BI! the nOJ'mals on all, bil; these intersect each other in 
the pole Pil of the motion projeeteel 011 N y. The pole Pil 18 also a 
revolved point of the principal axis; from th is follow easily the 
projections X', X" of these. 

On N y we now also pro.ject A,I; in the :figure AI! All! is the revolved 
projection of AAv; as the pole Pn is known we can construct 
the revolyed projections of BBo and ecv on lVy ; from thIS follows 
length anel cJirection of the components BB, and ca in the planes 
normal to the axis X; the components II X, AAt , BBt, CCt which 
must be equal to each other, are now also easy to fincJ. 

5. Although when ananging this construction we have only 
spoken of the Iines (l anel b anel the horizontal plane we can 
genera.lize the snpposiiion by assuming that a allel b aI e the tangents 
of the points A anel B of the curves clescribed by two fixec1 poinls 
of the spacml system anc1 that the horizontal plane is tlle tangentia.1 
plane to C of a curve el surface elescl'Ibed by a third fixecl point. -

Farthermol'e may be obsel'ved that when only the velocity of point 
B needs constl'ucting it is suf1icient to construct the elirection Y, the 
real position of the aXlS X not being necessary. 

1) The two figures separated from each other are derived from a smgle figure 
expcuted on a large scale hy Mr. G. FDRGUSON, a~sistant at the Technical University 
at Delft. 


